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ABSTRACT

The objective of the SEFOR experimental program is to obtain reactivity coeffi

cient information that can be used to predict with confidence the kinetic behaviour

of large fast ceramic reactors. In order to obtain this information 9 three types

of experiments will be performed: (1) static tests, (2) oscillator tests, and (3)

transient (including super-prompt critical) tests.

In the static tests, the power 9 flow, and inlet temperature can be changed in such

a way that the reactivity effect associated with a change in fuel temperature due

to power only, the coolant temperature coefficient, the combined power and tempera

ture coefficient. and the flow coefficient can be determined.

Three types of oscillator tests have been analyzed.

1. The conventional oscillator tests in which the reactivity-power transfer

function due to the oscillation of a poison rod is determined.

2. Balanced oscillator tests in which the reactivity-power transfer function

is determined for the case in which the relative phase and amplitude of a

reactivity oscillation and a flow oscillation are adjusted so as to keep

the coolant temperature constant.

3. Balanced oscillator tests in which the reactivity-coolant temperature

transfer function is determined for the case in which the reactivity and

flm1 oscillations are adjusted so as to keep the pouer constant.

Transient tests have been analyzed for various total reactivity worths and ejection

rates at different power levels. Such tests allow the reactivity-energy coefficient

to be determined over a wide range of fuel temperatures.

A description of each test and of the power-temperature domain over which each test

can be performed based on current SEFOR design capabilities is presented. Analy~

tical models for the various feedback effects 9 together with recently calculated

coefficients consistent with the SEFOR mockup tests in ZPR-3 are given. Methods

developed for the evaluation of the feedback coefficients in the analytical model

from the results of the statie, oscillator. and transient tests are described.

The proposed instrumentation, data aequisition system and data processing techniques

are also deseribed.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

SEFOR (Southwest Experimental Fast Oxide Reactor) 1s a 20 ~~J(t) fast spectrum

reactor fueled with Pu02-uo2 and cooled with sodium. SEFOR will be used to

obtain physics and engineering data for fuel compositions, and temperatures

characteristic of large fast oxide power reactors.

The SEFO~ Project consists of two major parts: the design and construction

of the reactor and arelated research and development program. Funds for the

design and construction of the facility are being provided by the Southwest

Atomic Energy Associates (a group of seventeen investor-otvned utility companies

located in the southern and southwestern United States), together with the

Karlsruhe Laboratory of West Cermany, Euratom, and the General Electric Company~

The United States Atomic Energy Commission is supporting the research and

development program.

This report describes the present status cf the pre-operational planning and

analysis of the physics experiments to be performed to obtain SEFOR reactivity

characteristics. Earlier descriptions of the experimental program appear in

References 1 to 4.
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2.0 REACTIVIT~ MODEL ~ID COEFFICIENTS

One of the feedback fueclianisrtls cf primaty ihterest in SEFOR 1s the fuel Doppler

toefficiertt. Determination of the Doppler coefficient 9 and most other reactiv

ity feedback mechanisms 9 in an operating reactor is complicated by the fact

that most practical experim~nts involve simultaneous changes in more than one

reactivity feedback mechanism. Therefore, an analytical description of reac

tivity feedback must be composed of individual reactivtty feedback models.

The separation of reactivity feedback effects 1s not exact due to errors in

experimental data and lack of fund.ffinental understanding of all feedback effects.

Nonetheless, it is expected that the feedback effects described below will

adequately describe the SEFOR reactivity behaviour, and that this model can

be used to obtain a fit to the experimental data.

2.1 Individual Reactivity Effects

2.1.1 Doppler Effect

Calculations have shown that for SEFOR the Doppler effect, 6~, may be

closely approximated by:

Iv p2(r) f(!:,> dV
Core

6kn =-~;....;-.-------
Iv p2(E.) dV

Core

(2-I)

~vhere : p = pOvJer

f(r) = a function of the change in Iocal fuel temperature, Tf(r)

A Iocal Doppler coefficient, f, may be defined such that:

= J -d1r-
. / ~ / dT =

6T(r) - etT f - f
(2-2)

Analysis has sho\vn that the Iocal Doppler coefficient may be represented

as:

Ar =-
Tm

f

where: A and mare ccnstants

(2-3)
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Substitution and integration over a change in fuel

JV ,i(E)tlT~(!J l-rrJ.....7 dV
A Core ._ .... --.6k

D
:=-

I-rn f V P2 (E.) dV
Core

,,,.here the symbol 116" denotes a change, or

(rn:#I) (2-4a)

(rn=l) (2-4b)

It is also planned to represent the Doppler effect by a less complicated form

that is more useful for reactor operating putposes. Calculations irtclihate that

one of the following forms may be useful in this regard:

.4-
6k

D
::: A 6Lth T ~f·-· 7e... -

(m:#I)

(m=l)

(2-5)

(2-6)

tvhete: Teff =effective fuel temperature ::: Tc + RfP

and "mere:

T ::: average coolant temperature
c

Rf = change in effective fuel ternperature with respect to power

2.1.2 Fuel Axial Expansion Effect

The axial dimension of the fuel is related to the fuel temperature. Analysis

of experimental SEFOR data will be based on pre-calculation of the reactivity

effect of the fuel axial expansion 9 6k •
e

2.1.3 Coolant Temperature Effect

It is planned to represent the primary coolant effect by:

ll.k ::: C ll.T
c q c

(2-7)

where the coefficie.nt C includes the direct coolant temperature coeffi~ient
q

C as weIl as temperature coefficients associated with the expansion of corec
structure Cm9 and a portion of the clad expansion Ct'
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In the event that the coolant effect 15 not adequately represented by the

average coolant temperature coefficient above, a second coolant temperature

coefficient associated with one of the other three measures of coolant

temperature (iulet temperature~ outlet temperature, or coolant temperature

rise) will be included as a secondary reactivity effect, e.g. for the inlet

temperature T.:
~

(2-8)

2.1.4 Fucl Cladding Effec~

The temperature of the claddepends on the fuel surface te~perature Tfs as

weIl as the coolant temperature. Thc cladding axial expansion effect may

be represented by:

+ dC 8T
t c

(2-9)

where c + cl = 1

For experimental purposes dCt is included in nv •
q

2.1.5 Coolant Flow Effect

The change of reactivity, ~k , for a change in coolant flow at constantw
coolqnt temperature i5 expected to be very small. This effect should be

of the form:

& =C ~w w

where C is the coolant flow coefficient.w

2.].6 Reflector Temperature Effect

(2-10)

The change of reactivity, ~k , for a change in the average temperature of
r

the reflector, should be of the form:

~k = C 6Tr r r

\7here C is the reflector temperature coefficient.
r

2.2 Composite Reactivity Mode~

(2-11)

The reactivity model planned for the description of the total feedback

reactivity change (8k) between two reactor conditions i5 a combination
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of the individual effects. Only those effects presently thought to be

important are included. Thus:

A
Lik = I-m

Iv
Core

(2-12)

or using equation (2-5), the model mayaiso be used in a simpllfled form

when the Doppler term 1s of the form:

..:!- Li I(T + R
f

P) l-ni_1I-rn - c

2.3 Reactivity Hodel fOl;: OsciUator Tests

Results of con.ventional osclllator tests are analyz~d 1:ö detetinine the

ö"erall pmver-reactivity freqt.iency response. The block d1agram belmv

shows the art~lytical mödel.

ök.. /-"" ök ~---I liP/p
____..,;;J.__-~ L ) __n_~~~ --t';;;O _

Simple Analytical Hodel för Oscillator Tests

The nomenclature used in the block diagram is defined below.

6ki input reactivity (oscil1ator) (cents)

likf feedback reactivity (cents)

6k - net reactivity (cents)n

LiP Ip - percent change in reactor pmJero
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G (jw) - zero power neutron kinetics frequency response (%8P!P)!Co

H(jw) overall feedback frequency response C!(%8P!p)

l1easured quantities are

G (jw) -o measured at zero power (0.01 M}J)

G
o

+ G H - measured at POHer (>"='0.1 HIJ)
o

Figure 2-1 shows a block diagram of a typical analytical model for SEFOR. For

clarity, the model is shown for a Hpoint reactor". Actually, the reactivity

effects are distributed over tbe whole reactor. Possible direct effects of

inlet and outlet coolant temperature on 8k have been omitted. The fuel

coefficient (Cf) includes both Doppler and fuel axial expansion effects.

The nomenclature used in Figure 2-1 is defined as follows:

G (jw) = zero power frequency response of neutron kinetics
o

F (jw) = average fuel temperatux-e response to pOHer osci11ationav

F (jw) = average fuel surface temperature response to power oscillations
(or average fuel temperature response to coolant temperature

oscillation)

F (jw) = average fuel surface temperature response to coolant tempera
n

ture oscillation

F (jw) = core temperature rise response to fuel surface temperature
VI

oscillation (essentially constant in the range O.OOlto 0.1 cps)

F~(jw) = core iulet temperature response to fuel surface temperature

oscillation

F (jw) = core structure temperature response to average sodium
m

temperature oscillation

F (jw) = reflector temperature response to core power oscillation (guide
r

structure time constant 1.5 min.; segment time constant 18 min.

The F(jw) functions describec above are normalized so that the zero frequency

values are all 1.0. The "K" values associated ~vith each F(jw) lo7ill vary with

power levels, coolant floN rate, and the method of plant contro!.
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Akn
l-------------I Go (j w)

Ap/po INSTANTANEOUS POWER
GENERATION IN FUEL

FUEL COEFF.

AVG. FUEL TEMP Arf....----......;.;....;;..;...~;.;;....;..;;;.;.;."-------------..... Kov Fov (jW) ...--__

SURFACE TEMP

C KsFs(jw)

Fn (jW)

COOLANT COEFF.

Ce
Are

AVG.

COOLANT
Kw~(jw)TEMP a

STRUCTURE

Cm~{jw) Kf
CORE
FLOW

b K( F( (jw)

FUEL

Cf ~ (jw)
SECONDARY
TEST

REFLECTOR

Arr
.-------------------..... Kr Fr{jw) M-------

FIGURE 2-1

EXPANDED ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR OSCILLATOR TESTS
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At a reactor power of 2b lUv and full boolant flöw conditions additional para

meters are:

a = 0 .. 5

b == 1.0

c = 0.15 ... ~

t.'I't == ~t.Tfs + dt1T
d 0.85 c=

2.4 Calculated Reactivity Coefficients

Calculations for SEFOR indicate that the Doppler power (but not temperatu~e)

coeffiGient will be considerably larget than the other effects. The follow

ing vall1es fulve been calculated·9 or estitllated from ZPR-III critical exp~ri

m~ts(5), for tpe constants that appear in the reactivity feedback model

for 2-segment fuel with dished pellets.

Doppler: m = 1.0
d~

corresponds to T
dT

= -0.0085

A = -2.58$ or at 20 MV]

Average Coolant temperature effect:

core structure radial expansion, C = -0.183 i/oF
m

coolant density, C = -0.108 i/oF
c

clad axial expansion, dCt = -0.066 i/oF

0C = -0.357 i/ F
q

Fuel surface temperature effect:

clad axial expansion, cCt

Reflector temperature effect:

reflector coefficient, C
r
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Other typical values at a reactor power of 20 }flJ and full coolant flow

conditions are:

K = 11.4op/% power (average fuel temperature response to power change)
av

K = 1.90 p/% power (average fuel surface temperature response to power
s

change)

K = O.630 F/oF (core ~T response to fuel surface temperature change)
~il

K = O.7I oP/oF (core inlet temperature response to fuel surface tempera
JI-

ture change)

K = O.7oF/% power (reflector temperature response to power change)
r
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3.0 DESCRIPTION OF TESTS

The following paragraphs describe the types of tests and the experimental

domain of interest for the SEFOR reactor. The initial planning required

for the specification of equipment and the description of the tests has been

completed. (3,4) The detailed selection of tests and the specifications of

test conditions are nO'1 underway.

The tests have been divided into the following categories~ critical. static,

oscillator, sub-prompt transients, and super-prompt critical transients. In

general the tests will be performed chronologically as listed, however, checks

of previous results may be performed throughout the program in order to detect

changes in plant characteristics.

3.1 Critical Tests

3.1.1 Dry Critical Test

The dry (no sodiurn) critical mass of the core at room temperature will be

determined. This will be compared with the wet (sodiurn filled) critica1

mass to obtain the reactivity worth of complete sodiurn 10ss from core and

vessel, which is calcu1ated to be approxi~atelyminus ten dollars.

3.1.2 Wet Critical Tests

In addition to obtaining the wet critical mass at a sodium temperature of

4000p, it is planned that material worths (relative to sodium) of such

materials as fue1, B4C, steel, and nickel will be measured. Measurements

of the fission rate distribution of Pu239 along the core axis at different

radial locations are being considered.

Analysis of tests performed on the SEFOR critical mockup in ZPR-3 indicates

that values of 2/8 as determined by the pulsed neutron source and noise

analysis methods agree quite weIl. (5) It i5 planned that the noise analysis
-4method will be used in SEFOR. The expected value of 2/ß is 2 x 10 seconds.

3.1.2.1 External Heating

The core and coolant can be heated from 400°F to IOOOop using an external

heat source. This capability will allow thermal equilibrium to be attained

at several different temperatures. From measurements of the equilibrium
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fuel, coolant, and reflector temperature, in addition to control rod position

and neutron flux level, ilisotbermal!l reaC'.tivity coefficients can be obtained.

In order to correct latar heat balances at high pouer the heat losses from

the reactor vessel may be determined at variöus temperatures by meas1.1ring

södium flow and the temperature difference betueen vessel inlet and outlet.

3.1.2.2 Reactivity Horth o~ Sodium Flml

'the ftotv-reactivity e:ffect 1s expedted to be smaft. This e~ectation can be

checked by changirtg Ehe pri~ary $odium flcw.and measurihg tuc reactivity effeet

by calibrated rod. The flow can be varied ovar the range between 20 and 100 %

of fuel flouo In addition, the flow can be osciiiated at different rrequen

cies in the range 0.0012 to 0.03 cps.

3.2 Static Tests

The primary purpose of the Static Tests 1s to determine the change in reac

tivity associated with changes in reactor power and coolant tempereture

between tue steady state conditions.These tests can be performed by changing

only one of the variables, power average coolant temperature, or inlet

temperature, vrl1ile the other tuo variables are held constanto The resultant

change in reactivity betueen specified steady state conditions is measured

by calibrated rod. By proper sequencir.g of the variable which is to be changed,

it is possible to cover a wide range of power, average coolant temperatures~

and inlet temperatures.

The reflector temperature coefficient can be measured by changing the reflec

tor coolant flm.y rate 'oJhile thereactor is at pO'.:oJer.
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The proced~res to be used in performing the static tests are summarized

below.

Reactivity Coefficient

(fuel + clad) power coefficient
KavCf + cCtKs

Variable
Changed

p

Variables
Held Constant

(coolant + fuel + clad)
temperature coefficient
C + Cf + cCq t

inleL temperature coefficient
C.

1

reflector temperature coefficient
C

r

3.3 Oscillator Tests

3.3.1 Conventional Oscillator Tests

-T T
r~ Ti~ p

c

T. T
r~

p~ T
1 C

T P, Tc' Tir

In the conventional oscillator tests the reactivity is oscillated at fixed

f~equency and amplitude and corresponding changes in plant variables are

recorded.

Tue SEFOR reactor has one-inch diameter fuel rods. This allows SEFOR to

attain the high temperatures of interest for large fast oxide reactors while

operating at the relatively low power level of 20 rni. This also means that

SEFOR will have a large ( 30 sec) fuel time constant and that the frequency

range of interest for the oscillator tests will be in the range 0.0012 to

0.5 cps. The amplitude of the oscillating reactivity can be varied with

frequency and pot,er level so that the power oscillation (öp/p ) is 5 to JO %.
o

3.3.1.1 Zero Power Tests

Due to an estimated spontaneous fission plus (a,n) source of 3.0 x 10-4

watts, the reactor will be 0.3 t subcritical at 100 W. This implied that

the zero power frequency response should be measured at a power level in

the range 100 Wto J kW.

It is estimated that for SEFOR (beryllium mass fraction =0.0089) the delayed

photoneutrons will cause a change in the zero power transfer function of

less than 0.2 % in amplitude and 0.2 degrees in phase at 0.0012 cps.
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3.3.1.2 Power Tests

Reactor frequency response measuremeuts in the range of average power levels

between 0.1 and 20 !~T are of interest. For a frequency range between 0.0012 cps

and 0.5 cps, the reactor steady state core temperature rise for such tests

would range up to 120°F. The average fuel temperature amplitude 'iTOuld vary

with frequency and power level between ±10oP and ±100oF.

3.3.2 Balanced Oscillator Tests

Balanced oscillator tests have beeu described by Caldarola(6). These tests

:i.nvolve oscillating the input reactivity~ tba primary coolant flmv, and the

secondary coolant flm;r in such a manner that either ~ (l) the core coolant

temperature is held constant (first balanced oscillator experiment), or

(2) the power is held constant (second balanced cscillator experiment). The

first balanced oscillator experiment allows measurement of thc fuel plus

clad power coefficient~ ,n1ile the second balanced oscillatot test allows

measurement of the fuel temperature coefficient (see Section 6.0).

In these tests the temperature and power reactivity effects are separated

so that a frequency range of 0.0012 cps to 0.03 cps is adequate (the average

fuel element time constant i8 !::: 30 sec).

Practical methods for achieving balanced conditions are described in

Reference (7).

3.4 S~b-Prompt Critical Transient Tests

The sub-prompt critical tests involve rapid insertion of less than 1.0 ~

positivereactivity. The initial fuel temperature rise is rapid so that

heat conduction in the fuel 1s negligible during the first 1 to 2 seconds

(Lee' for times small compared to the !:::30 sec fuel time constant) •

Tests currently being analyzed cover the follovJing range of conditions:

Initial power from 0.1 MH to 14 HH

Initial sodium temperature - 500 to 7600 r
~k insertion - O. J ~:, to :::0.95 S,{)

~k insertion time - approximately 0.1 secönd

The actual values of initial power and ~k insertion will be limited so that

fuel does not melt.
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The sub-prompt critical transients cf interest can resült in peak power

levels of 10 to 2Ö tifues the 1nittal power and a ma~imum temperature rise

in the average fuel of lob to 150dp dt rat~s up to 200°F/sec. At füll

coolant flow the maximum clad and sodium average temperäture rises are

approximately 200 F and 100 F) respectively. The cladding and sodium te~pera~

ture rises during the first few tenths of a second are due primarily to

direct gamma and neutron heating.

3.5 Super-Prompt Critical Transient Tests

The super-prompt critical tests involve rapid insertion of more than 1.0 $

positive reactivity. xlaximum transients of this type will result in peak

power levels of 104 to 105 times the initial power and a maximum temperature

rise in the average fuel ef less than IOaOep at rates approaching 10,OOOoP/sec.

Tbe reactivity effects due to cladding and sedittu temperature rise may be 15 %

ef the fuel reactivity effect.

Tes~s using Äk insertion in the range 1.0 ~ to 1.5 i in approximately 0.1

second are of primary interest, since these results in significant fuel tempera

ture rise independent of heat conduction effects. An error analyses indicates

that little increase in accuracy can be obtained by using Äk insertions >1.5 $.

Tests currently being analyzed cover the following range of conditions~

Initial power

Peak pO'tver

Period range

Äk insertion

Äk insertion time

Initial sodium temperature

from 0.1 H.1iJ to 12 l'fiJ

103 to 105 MH

0.1 to 0.001 second

1.0 ~ to 1.5 i
approximately 0.1 second

500 to 7600 F

The actual values of initial power and Äk insertion will be limited so that

fuel does not melt.
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EXPERU,ffiNTAL DOMAIN,- . 't .-. .'

It 1s desired tö evaluate and determine the validity of the reactivity model

over a wide tange of reactor operating conditions. The operating character

istics bf SEFOR have been determined using 1) recently calculated fuel

temperatures, 2) the coefficient values listed in Section 2.4 (excluding er)'

and 3) a fuel axial expansion model, ök (i) : -0.0149 ÖT - 0.44 ÖP. Thee c
resulting SEFOR characteristics are shovm in Figure 4-1 as the change of k

versus the average temperature of the coolant, along lines of constant power.

In Figure 4-2 the characteristics are shovm in terms of the average tempera

ture of the fuel rather than the average temperature of the coolant.

A desirable range of operating conditions over which test data may be obtained

must be consistent with reactor capabilities, and safety considerations.

The range, or experimental region, that isbeing used for planning the SEFOR

tests was obtained using the reactor characteristics shotvn in Figures 4-1

and 4-2, and the following considerations:

a) primary and secondary coolant system flows are equal,

b) 4000 P minimum coolant temperature in secondary coolant loop,

°c) 1000 F maximum core cutlet temperature,

d) average temperature of the fuel not to exceed the value at 20 }ThJ

and full flovJ operation (i.e. the maximum fuel temperature remains

below the melting point).

The resulting experimental region i8 shovm in Figures 4-) and 4-2 as the

area enclosed in the dotted lines. The static and oscillator tests, as weIl

as the initial conditions for the transient tests lie within this region.
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5.0 EXPERTI1ENTAL EQUI~mNT

5.1 Instrumented Fuel Assemblies

The instrumented fuel assemblies provide data on fuel and coolant tempera

tures and coolant flow for both analysis and test operations purposes. Each

assembly contains fuel and coolant thermocouples and a coolant flowmeter.

There are six positions in the SEFOR core in which the instrumented fuel

assemblies can be placed. These positions provide for two assemblies at each

of three radial locations.

Each instrumented fuel assembly vlill contain two special fuel rods with two

tungsten-rhenium fuel thermocouples in each rod. Approximately 12 % of the

normal fuel volume has been removed from the 6-fuel rod fuel assembly to

provide space for the thermocouples and lead wires. One thermocouple in each

rod will be located at the core mid-plane vJhile the other t·dll be at the

approximate average axial pOvler position. These fuel thermocouples will be

located at the radial center of the fuel rod, and inserted 3 inches into

the top of a fuel column so that axial heat conduction effects are negligible.

The thermocouples are not intended to follow the most rapid of the planned

transient tests, however they should indicate the maximum transient center

fuel temperature. An extensive series of in-pile and out-of-pile tests have

been performed in the process of developing a suitable fuel thermocouple

design. These tests have included: (I) transient tests~ (2) steady state

calibration tests~ (3) tests to determine compatibility of sheath material

and mixed oxide fuel, and (4) determination of gamma and neutron irradiation

effects on thermocouple and insulator materials.

Each instrumented fuel assembly will contain one chromel-alumel coolant

thermocouple at the inlet and two at the exit. The exit thermocouples are

located 6 inches above the fuel channel exit tlhere calculations indicate a

lOoF variation in the coolant temperature due to " channeling ll effects. The

coolant thermocouple time constant is estimated to be 0.1 second in the

flowing sodium environment.

Coolant flow in each channel will be measured by a permanent~agnet flov~eter

mounted at the channel inlet. The flow~eters replace the normal channel orifice

and develop approximately 10 millivolts at full flow. Flol~eter calibration

has been performed in a simulated reactor sodium flow configuration.
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5.2 Transient Power Detectors

The purpose of the transient power detectors is to provide arecord of the

reactor pOtler transient which can be used for later determination of (1)

instantaneous power~ (2) transient energy relecse~ and (3) instantaneous net

reactivity.

A combination of neutron end gamma-sensitive detectors together with fast

response logarithmic/linear ~~plifiers ~Jill be used to cover the transient
-1 6power range from 10 :HH to 101m. For design purposes , a minimum period

of 1.0 millisecond has been used to establish the overall time response of

the power recording channel. Using the rule-of-thumb established b~--the--

SPERT Project(8), the resulting channelbandwidth is 16,000 cps. Prototypes

of the ion chambers and amplifier have been built and extensive tests are

scheduled to begin in the near future.

A 1 (3 i h 0 D 16 ' h 1 ) d u238~.. h barge -ne •• X-,1nc ong, gamma-compensate , ":15510n c am er

located in the inner shield region has been chosen for the po~rer range fram

JO-
1

HH to 6. x 103 tm. The maximum measurable pm-Jer is determined by the
-2maximum chamber current of 10 amperes, while the minimum measurable pOi:ler

is set by the amplifier frequency response characteristics at 10t1 current.

The lower limit inherent in the ehamber itself is believed to be approximately

10-3 lThJ as determined by eable leakage and noise eonsiderations. Assuming

95 % gamma compensation, ealeulations show that 98 % of the signal at steady

state is due to components whieh should follow the instantaneous transient

power.

For the power range 102
}Thl to 106 ~fr7$ a small (0.25-ineh O.D. x 3-inch long)

gamma sensitive ehamber loeated at the inner refleetor surfaee has been

selected. The maximum measurable power is determined by the maximum ehamber
-2eurrent of 3 x 10 amperes. The minimum measurable power depends on the

allotvable delayed gamma eontri.bution. Assuming that the delayed gamma

current ean be no more than 2 % of the total eurrent~ then the minimum

measurable power is ealeulated to be approximately 5 times the initial

power on the rising part of a transient$ and 1,000 rn~ on the deereasing

part of a typieal transient.

238The reaetor design provides 3 holes around the periphery for the large U

ehambers and 3 holes at the inner refleetor surface for the small gamma
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chambers. Initially, it is planned to install two U238 chambers in dia

metrically opposite positions, and two gamma chambers in corresponding

reflector positions. Coupled with the log/linear amplifiers, this will

provide two power recording channels for the complete range of transient

power. The gamma-sensitive chambers will be calibrated by overlapping the

transient records of the neutron and gamma sensitive detectors.

Although other transient reactor test projects (Y~WB9 SPERT, KUKLA) have

consistently used linear amplifiers forpower recording, it was decided to

pursue the development of a wide-band logarithmic amplifier in order to

reduce the number of recording channcls and make the data handling process

easier. A fast response, feedback amplifier was designed to convert the

ion chamber currents to a voltage signal suitable for recording. The selec-

tion of either linear or logarithmic feedback 1s made by use cf remotely operated

reed switches. There are three linear ranges covering one decade each, and

one logarithmic range which covers 4.5 decades. The output rise time for a

step. input current is less than 10 microseconds. Current measurements of

theorder of 10-
7 ampere are practical on the Im·]est range. The amplifier

uses an input buffer stage to reduce the input impedance so that the combi

nation of cable capacitance and input impedance does not limit the response

of the amplifier.

It i5 recognized that a given fractional error in the logarithmic recording

causes a larger fractional error in the linear power which i5 inferred from

the logarithmic record. However~ it is believed that by calibrating the

recording channels before each test and using direct digital recording~ the

overall recording error in the linear pO~Jer can be made less than 5 % (this

includes time response and noise as weIl as drift and calibration errors)~

but does not include errors in heat balance.

5.3 Plant Instrumentation

In addition to the instrumented fuel assemblies and transient power detectors

discussedpreviously? some reactor plant instrlmlentation vlill provide necessary

test information. The operational measurements of neutron flux 9 control rod

position? reactor inlet and outlet coolant temperature 9 reactor coolant flow,

and reflector temperature will be recorded as part of the test data.
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The operational neutron monitors ~ill provide a linear signal for recording

at power levels abbve 10 watts. Irt addition, a visual differe~tial neutron

flux display wiil be provided with aresolution of 0.1 %ö! the fuil scale

range at po~er levels äbove 10 watts.

THe fine reflectbt cbnttol rods (used for shimming) ~ill have a visual position

indicator with aresolution of 0.01 inch~ which corresponds to approximately

0.1 ~ at the maximum rod incremental worth. The control rod positions will be

recorded manually as needed for each test.

The coolant temperatures indicated by the resistance temperature detectors at

the vessel inlet and exit will be recorded. This data will be used in con

jun~tiön with core flow data to determine the reactor power level and to check

the in-core coolant thermocouples. The temperature detectors should indicate

the reactor coolant ~T with less than ±30 F error. This results in a calculated

reactor power error of less than ±5 %. The temperature detectors are estimated

to have a 5 to 8 second time constant, so that they are expected to be used

only for static test measurements and not in the oscillation or transient

tests.

A Venturi flo\~eter will be installed in the primary system along with an

electromagnetic flo~1ffieter for the purpose of measuring reactor coolant flo':l.

The Venturi meter will be calibrated in water prior to installation, and it

is planned to measure full reactor flow with ±2 %error.

It is planned to record temperatures at several points in the reflector

structure and movable segments. This data will be used in determining the

effect of reflector temperature changes on reactivity.

5.4 Data Acquisition System

The purpose of the data acquisition system is to provide accurate records

ofthe various tests lrJhich can be conveniently used for on-site test guidance

andlater extensive analysis. The system is planned to be capable of performing

limited on-site data processing as _Jell as the recording function. In general,

this on-site.processing ':-1ill include~

a. conversion of raw data to engineering units for all tests;

b. Fourier analysis to determine the fundamental frequency components of

two channels during the frequency response tests;
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c. synthesis of complete transient records for fast transient tests; and

d. preparation of data in a form suitable for more extensive analysis

at the GE-San Jose site.

Rather thanaccomplish these tasks by a variety of special purpose systems,

it seemed attractive to consider a general purpose digital system. It was

determined that commercially available eomponents could be combined in a

computer-controlled system to perform all the desired on-site functions.

The computer controls the scanning, digitizing and data storage operations

during tests, and is used after the tests to perform limited data processing.

Basically, the data acquisition system consists of the following components:

Solid state scanner

Analog-to-digital converter (11 bits plus sign)

Computer with 8,000-word core storage (16 bits per word)

Teletypewriter with paper tape punch and reader

Two digital magnetie tape units

Calibration unit

Digital incremental graph plotter

Analog recorders for on-line use (pen-type and light-beamoscillographs)

The basic system operates at a 30,000 sampies per second rate in the analog

to-digital eonversion unit. The digitized data are \~itten on one digital

magnetic tape unit at 40,000 sampies per second. It is planned to scan and

record 72 channels of lo\v-speed data (thermocouples and flov~eters) at 140

samples per second per channel. Only two of the four fast response transient

power detector channels (ion chamber-Iog amplifier system) will be recorded

at a rate of 10,000 sampies per second per channel. The scanner will switeh

from the neutron sensitive chamber to a gamma-sensitive chamber (and vice-versa)

when apre-set input signal level 1s reached. The system makes one scan through

a total of 74 variables in 7.4 milliseconds, l1ith time information included in

each group of 74 data words. This format is fixed for all tests and the

effective sampling rate per channel 18 changed by changing the time interval

between suecessive seans of all the variables. Thus, for the statle tests all

variables are seanned and recorded every minute~ or on command of the operator.

The scanning rate 1s lncreased as needed for the frequency response and tran

sient tests. In order to provide guidanee for the frequency response tests,
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the computer will perform a Fourier analysis of two channels during the tests

and ,print out Pourier component values evaluated for the frequency of oscilla

tion.

Con~inuous recordihg will be available for selected channels by use of a

6~charinel light-beam oscillograph and a I2-channel pen-type oscillograph.

A 100-channel multi-point recorder vlitl be available for trend recordingas

a check on the long-term behaviour of the sensors. The digital plotter will

be used to check the stored data after the frequency response and transient

tests. Static test data will be printed out on the teletypewriter after

conversion to engineering units.

The channel sampling rates have been chosen(9) by considering the dynamic

characteristics of the data, and the data analysis which i5 to be performed

after the tests. It is recognized that umvanted llnoise ll in a data channel

at frequencies higher than one-half the sampling rate can cause errors in

reconstructing the data from the sampies. Pre-sampling filters are included

in all channels to eliminate high frequency noise, and if necessary the basic

sampling rate can be increased from 30)000 sampies per second to 60)000

sampies per second by adding a second analog-to-digital converter. The

most likely noise frequency is 60 cps) so that the maximum sampling rate

of 140 samples/sec/channel for the slow transient data (thermocouples) and

10,000 samples/sec/channel for the fast transient data (ion chambers) should

be adequate. Hov;ever) electronic filtering of the signals toeliminate

unwanted high frequencies may be necessary if it 15 desired to take data at

sampling rates slower than the maximum rates.

5.5 Reactivity Control Equipment

TtlO special items of experimental reactor equipment have been designed for

producing the reactivity changes which are necessary for the oscillation and

transient tests. Both the rod oscillator and fast reactivity excursion

device are designed to be placed (not simultaneously) in the central dry weIl

in the SEFOR core. Both devices are mounted on the sa~e positioning drive

which allows the initial position of the poison material to be varied over

the upper half of the core with approximately O.I-inch increments.
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The rod oscillator has a sinusoidal position versus time characterist:Lc vJhich

i5 produced by a variable-amplitude scotch yoke mechanism. The oscillation

amplitude and frequency are continuously variable over a range of ±O to ±4 0 5

inches and 0.00125 cps to 0.5 cps, respectively. A maximum reactivity chrm.ge

of *10 i can be achieved with a 30 i total worth poison rod. The rod position

is 1ndicated and recorded by the data acquisition system using a variable

inductance linear transducer with aresolution of 0.01 inch. In addition, a

selsyn transmitter 1s driven by the rotating scotch yoke mechanism for the

purpose of balanced oscillator test contral. It 18 p08sible to statically

position the oscillator rod at any point over the stroke in order to measure

the reactiv1ty versus position characteristic.

The fast reactivity excursion device 18 a gas-actuated device capable of

ejecting a poison rod from any axial position in the upper half of the core

in a time interval which is variable from 0.050 to 0.150 seconds. The poison

rod 1s allowed to return to its initial position approximately 1 to 5 seconds

aft~r ejection. Tests have ShovID that the rad ejection time is reproducib12

wit~in ±2.5 %of the ejection time. The poison device position i3 indicatzG

and recorded by the data acquisition system using 3 magnetic switches in

dica;ing lift-off, mid-point of in-core travel~ and core exit. In adclition~

a photoelectric device indicates the motion of the device by registering

the passage of alternate dark and light bands past the photocell. The fast

reactivity excursion device uses different P?ison ~Torths end has the capacity

to provide reactivity increments over the range from 0.10 S to 1.50 S.
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Pre-operational analysis of the SEFOR reactor indicates that reactivity

changes will be primarily dependent upon the Doppler effect and the average

coolant and structure temperature. If measurements show that the effects of

inlet, clad, aud reflector temperature changes are indeed small it 1s planned

that these effects will (when necessary) be appl1ed as corrections to the

measured feedba.ck. 'Inc Slcorrected reactivity" 'will then be used to determine

the dependence of the Doppler effect (8Y~) and the average coolant temperature

coefficient Cq upon power (or energy) and average coolant temperature. Tt is

planned that the necessary correction for the fuel axial expansion effect (which

should be small because of S~FOR fuel design) will be calculated rather than

measured.

Tbe Doppler effect may be determincd by using the simplified model given in

(2-5) or (2-6), end/or by using'the more complicated model described by (2-1).

Tf the simple model 1s used~ calculations can be performed to determine the

expected dependence of the parameter Rf upon the coolant temperature, power,

and transient energy release. These calculations can then be compared with

the actual experimental results of the various tests.

If the latter procedure is US8G, the spatial power and fuel temperature

distribution, as tlell as an assllmed form for f(E..) must be used in equation (2-1).

The spatial power and temperature distributions can be obtained from calcula

tions based on measurements of spatial fission distributions and fuel tempera

tures in the :i.nstrumented fuel assemblies. The parameters in the assumed form

for f(r) (such as A and m 1s 2-2) can then be adjusted so as to obtain the

best least squares fit to the measured dependence of 8~ upon power and coolant

temperatureo

6.1 Static Tests

The power coefficient, CfKav + cCtKs ' can be obtained from the static tests

in which the power is changcd and the coolant temperatures are held constant.

After correctlon for secondary effects the "staticl! change in reactivity due

to a change in average cool~nt temperature at constant power will involve the

temperature coefficients Cf + cC
t

, and Cq. A least squares fit of the reacti

vity model to this experimental data can -be performed to determine the I1best"

values of the model parruneters.
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6.2 Oscillator Tests

It i5 planned that the reactivity transfer functions will be obtained by
. (JO)treating the oscillating signal outputs in the manner described by R. Persson 0

This technique is similar to a Fourier analysis except that the signal is

multiplied by a square wave whose amplitude cluring successive half cycles

varies as the binomial coefficients. This technique helps to eliminate "drift"

and our analysis has shmm that any "tvhite" noise contribution decreases as

2N- I rather than as I/N in the "conventional" methode

6.2.1 Conventional Oscillator Tests

It is planned that the feedback response, R(jw), will be least squares fitted

to the model described in Section 2.3, and/ar to a simplified form af it. Far

SEFOR, H(jw)~ in the frequency range 0.001 to 0.1 cps, 16 approximately the

sum of the fuel, clad, structure, end sodium power coefficients multiplied by

the average fuel temperature response to power oscillation F (jw) ~ l/(I+jwTr.),- av .i..

where Tf = 30 sec is the fuel time constant. At higher frequencies Go(jw) and

GI(jili) are nearly identical. TIlis implies that it may be difficult to separate

the various reactivity coefficients using only conventional oscillator tech

niques.

6.2.2 Balanced Oscillator Tests

The first balanced oscillator test allows measurement of two transfer

functions. One transfer function, that bettiTeen primary coolant~ TI!, and

power, P, has been shotvn(6) to be equal to that bettleen fuel surface

temperature, Tfs ' and power.

That i8

The other transfer function 1s that between power and reactivity

= C K F (J·w) + cC~K F (jw)
f av av ~ s s

An additional transfer function which can be measured, using th9 fuel

thermocouples, is that between power and central fuel temperature, F (jw).c
Since F 18 related tb F'(J"w\ and F(iw) bv the fuel frequenc~y resnonsec 8.V' S ~ J ,-
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model(6), this measurement prdvides another means of checking the valid1ty

of the model.

In the second bal~nced bscillätor experiment the net teactivity is zerb and

one fhus obtains (after any riecessary corrections due to an imperfect balance)

For SEFOR, Fm(jw) is nearly equal to ).0 in the frequency range 0.0012 to 0.)

cps. Thus, a least squares fit to the experimental values of 6Ki (jw)/6Tc (jw)

yields the constant term C = C + dCt + C and the coefficient of the frequency
q c m

dependent term Cf + cCt • If the frequency dependence of Fn and Fs are s1gni-

ficantly different it may be possible to separately determine the coeff1cients

Cf and cCt , since Fs(jw) should be known from the first balanced oscillator

experiment.

The values of Cf' cCt , Cq , and CfKav + cCtKscan be obtained at a number of

power levels and average coolanttemperatures and the dependence of these

parameters on power and temperature can thus be experimentally determined.

In particular, this data can be least square fit in order to determine the

"best" values of the parameters (such as A and m) in the Doppler models

described above.

6.3 Transient Tests

As in the oscillator tests, the transient analysis is based on the assumption

that the "point reactor" kinetic equations are valid and that the delayed

neutron parameters and ~/ß are knot~.

In order to investigate transient spatial effects, the ramp ejection in

50 msec of poison slugs worth ... 0.95 ~ have been simulated vlith the VARI-QUIR

computer code. The results indicate that the maximum change in spatial power

shape during the transients is approximately 1 % in a region immediately

adjacent to the poison. The change in the group 1 flux (E > 0.5 MeV) divided
238 n -

by the average power, was ~0.2 % at the U detector location. Any spatial

changes in the gamma flux, at the gamma detector location should be small,

since the fraction of the gamma flux arising from Iow-energy neutron capture

issmall. Thus, spatial effects should not invalidate the "point reactor"

model.
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Calculations have shovm that the effectiveness of the individual delayed

neutron groups is (within I %) constant. The validity of the assumed values

for the delayed neutron parameters, as weIl as possible effects due to

reflected neutrons 1 can be analyzed by comparing calculated and measured

transients during the time interval before appreciable feedback occurs.

This comparison can be made for transients resulting from the ejection of

various poison worths at lew initial power level.

In view of the above discussion~ it is thcrefore planned that the net reac

tivity will be calculated fro:n the flux transient by using thc "point" kinetic

inversion method. After smoothing the power data in a manner similar to that

used at the SPERT Project, the dependence of the reactivity feedback upon

the energy (time integrated power change) release will be determinedo

6.3.1 Sub-Prompt Critical Tests

In these tests 1 the input reactivity~ ~Kin(t}~ is completely inserted in a

time t
l
~O.l sec. Therefore~ for times >tl~ the only change

(öK' (t) == ~K (t)-t.K (tl» in the net reactivitv~ ~i( t = ~Ki + t.Kfb ,net net net - ne n
will be due to changes in the feedback reactivity, ~Kfb. In SEFOR most of

the'feedback occurs during times >t I. Thus, analys is of oK ... , rather thanne I..

~Knet' eliminates the large error in ~Kfb (0 ..:. Ib.Kfb I ,s1O rf-) 'tvhich could occur

as a result of a small error in 6K. (0 < ~K. ~95 rf-).:tn - :tn

For the sub-prompt transients the dependence of feedback upon the energy

release, ~E(t), should be nearly linear~ i.e. ~Kfb = y~E. The dependence of

the energy coefficient, y upon the initial power~ P • can be determined by
o

performing the transients fron several different initial power levels.

Using calculated values of heat capacities, and of the fuel and clad expansion

effects, a comparison can be made with the doppler temperature coefficient

obtained from the static end oscillator experiments.

6.3.2 Super-Prompt Critical Tests

The super-prompt transients will oe analyzed in a manner similar to the

sub-prompt transients, .and the energy dependence of the re?ctivity feedback

will be determined for various initial power levels and for poison slug

worths up to approxim8tely 1.5 $. In ~tddition, approximate methods such as
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those described by Häfele(ll) can be used for some of the transientS~ s1nce

the power peak should occur on the linear portion of the time dependent

S-shaped reactivity input curve.
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